
RESURRECTION  
 
ROLE: BABY BEN 

SAG-AFTRA Info:

• Covid-19 Safety Protocols will be fully enforced.
• No infant born prematurely may work until he/she would be at least 15 days old if 

born at full-term. SAG-AFTRA producers have agreed to observe these 
restrictions in other jurisdictions. Children age 15 days to 6 months can work 20 
minutes, with a maximum of two hours on the set.

• A parent/guardian must accompany the baby.
• A nurse will be on set.
• SAG rate: $1056 + fringes

NYS Division of Labor, Child Performer Permitted Working Hours:

• Max hours on set: 2 hrs
• Max work hour: 20 mins.
• Minimum hours rest/recreation: remaining time on set
• Parent/guardian must apply for a NYS Child Performer Permit

Back Story: 
 
Margaret (played by Rebecca Hall) was in an abusive relationship with David who 
abducted and imprisoned their baby boy by ingesting him (metaphorically and 
physically). Believing her son is dead, Margaret escapes to start anew. Later, David 
returns to get Margaret back and convinces her that their son is alive and well. In the 
end, she gets her son back, by any means necessary. 

Action:

(Scene 1) 
Margaret will lift Baby Ben, covered in blood, up and out of an FX abdominal cavity. 

(Scene 2) 
Margaret and Abbie hold Baby Ben, who is content and sleeping in their arms. 



Talent Requirements: 
 
We are looking for a 3 week-3 months+, white baby with a mild demeanor, minimal 
to no crying on set a huge plus. Non-union talent are welcome to apply. Please 
use the attached sides as a reference only. 

 
 

SELF-TAPE INSTRUCTIONS:  
 
*All actions are close up of baby  
 

1. Close-up: state full name, agency (if applicable), age, union status (if applicable) 

2. State, “I live in (city), (state), as stated on my driver license which is (# of miles) to 
Albany, NY”.

3. Put your baby in a car seat, lift baby up and towards the camera 

4. With two people, have one person hold and cradle baby as if sleeping, then pass 
your baby to another person and cradle baby in your arms 

5. LABEL FILE: RESURRECTION_SELF-TAPE_FULL NAME 

6. Send file via we transfer to johanna@tcreativescasting.com

7. Subject line: RESURRECTION_ROLE NAME

mailto:johanna@tcreativescasting.com

